
HIGH PERFORMANCE CONE CRUSHER
Power and performance meet in the McCloskey™ 
C4 cone crusher with its 612 HP power unit and 48” 
cone. Highly mobile, it offers high production and a 
large stockpile capacity. Rugged and durable, the 
C4 is designed to take on the most abrasive and 
toughest materials in aggregates, mining, and C&D 
recycling.

The C4 heavy duty cone crusher features an 
integrated hopper with rear folding door to allow 
for direct loading, direct drive for more power and 
lower fuel costs, and an open chassis for ease of 
maintenance.

Ready to take on the heaviest projects, the unrivalled 
reduction ratios of the C4 put this cone crusher  at 
the fore of mobile crushing plants worldwide.

CRUSHING CHAMBER 
Built to be reliable in the toughest 
operating conditions, producing
material ranging from 3/8”  
to 2”.

FEEDER
Steel hopper with adjustable feed 

rate via control panel, remote control 
or fully automatic regulation with 

feedback from the cone 

C4
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Engine 612 Hp (456 kW)

Feed Opening 44.5” (1130mm)

Feeder Belt Width 48” (1200mm)

Hopper Volume 6.2m3 (8.1yd3) 

Crusher Drive Direct Drive

CSS Adjustment Hydraulic

Transport Height 11’ - 9.7” (3.6m)

Transport Length 59’ - 6” (18.13m)

Transport Width 12” (3.66m)

Weight 123,459 lb (56,000kg) (est.)

Stockpile Height - Main Conveyor 12’ - 1.7” (3702mm)

Main Conveyor Belt Width 48” (1200mm)

MAGNET
Reversible magnet enables material 
separation from the source material.

DYNAMIC CLOSED SIDE 
SETTING (CSS)
Dynamic adjust-closed
side setting (CSS) can be
changed while operating,
minimizing downtime.


